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Continuous Improvement Towards an Innovative Society

From 1996 to 2021, MSS has experienced a fruitful 25 years, consisting of success, failure, 
 obstacles, and breakthroughs. The general situation for the past two years is that we have all
been experiencing unfortunate circumstances which we have never before encountered. The
world in which we know is rapidly changing, and change calls for adaptation. MSS has had the
opportunity to tackle said challenges with openness, professionalism, teamwork, integrity, and
chemistry-within. We have achieved more than enough in our first year amidst the pandemic,
and we hope to do so once again. 

MSS 2021 focuses on continuing upon the improvements which were made from years prior.
By upholding our organization’s managing quality whilst improving on organizational aspects,
we aim to drive innovation in an effort to increase the quality of output towards various
stakeholders. By doing so, not only will we create significant impacts but we will also create a
long-lasting culture of innovative improvement.

With the current situation of the pandemic, we as an organization have strived to execute our
working programs to reach a state of consistent and continuous improvement by driving
innovation to reach a state of quality, professionalism, and transparency to all of our
stakeholders.

The general sense that improvement is long-lasting and is a never-ending process will further
expand our horizon towards the realization of our organization's vision which is to be the best
student organization in management concept and action and will have the potential to create
an everlasting innovative society of Universitas Indonesia Management Students. 
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Significant Events of the Year 

Board of Commissioners Competition Training

Findus On Air MSS Newsletter

During the pandemic, we have seen that many
management students are enthusiastic about
joining various competitions. To accommodate
this trend, Student Development formulated a
new program called Competition Training to
equip students with better knowledge and
preparation to ace competitions, specifically
business plan competitions. The first-ever
Competition Training that was held on the 27th
of December 2021 featured the winning team
of L'oreal Brandstorm 2021 which consists of
Alif Rizkia, Michael Abraham Hukom, and
Hanif Permana as speakers. 

With the current situation of the pandemic, we
realized that there was momentum for creating
a new way of publication and communication
towards our main stakeholders, management
students. With this, we officially released our
first MSS Newsletter on March 2021 brought
by our Business Intelligence Division,
containing our working programs throughout
the month, external opportunities such as
internships and competitions, as well as
academic information for management
students. Our newsletter has been released a
total of nine times from March to December
2021.

At the start of our tenure, we realized that MSS
needs a stronger governance mechanism, thus
we initiated the MSS Board of Commissioners,
an independent committee responsible to
oversee and advise the Managing Executives
of MSS in executing various working
programs. This year, we are honored to work
with 4 of our notable alumni, namely Pak Bimo
Notowidigdo, Pak Joshua Agusta, Pak Dhirza
Wisesa, and Pak Ananda Raf'i.  Their inputs
and feedback have tremendously helped in
shaping our vision in this year's working
programs.
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The Growth of investing behavior and
financial literacy came as an opportunity
and momentum for our Finance Division to
create Innovation. This year, Findus On
Air was created as a platform for financial
discussions and updates in the form of
podcasts that relate to the latest financial
trends or issues with the aim to enrich
financial literacy among management
students. Findus On Air successfully
invited high-profile practitioners among the
industry, namely Andy Senjaya, Axel
Jeremy, Laurentius Steven Oey, and
Michael Yeoh



Overall KPIs

Working Program and Score 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Working Program and Score
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MSS 2021 Key Performance

Based on our survey of 73 FEB UI Management Students, 44.62% of our respondents stated
that they feel represented by MSS 2021 active members. However, 55.38% of our respondents
stated that they don't feel represented yet by MSS 2021 active members. 

64.62% of our respondents are highly satisfied with MSS 2021 active members'
performance, while the remaining 35,38% are partly satisfied with MSS 2021 active
members performance. 
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Indonesia has faced many challenges in 2020-2021 with the COVID-19 global pandemic.
Apart from the slowdown in the economy, the education system has also suffered on the back
of shifting to online learning as opposed to classroom learning.

The Management Student Society (“MSS FEB UI”) was founded on the belief that to further
growth of students, classroom learning was not enough, and more experiental learning
through organizational activities to sharpen soft skills was needed.  The focus was aligned to
the various majors under the Management Department, whether in finance, marketing,
operations, human resources, etc.

The 2020-2021 Managing Executives wanted to build greater connectivity with the alumni
network and improve their good governance practices, by establishing a Board of
Commissioners.  We were brought on in an advisory capacity, to share our own experiences
and provide guidance to the Managing Executives to ensure their term would deliver impact.

Over the course of the last year, we have held many productive sessions, where we can
openly discuss about MSS FEB UI’s ongoing initiatives.  The BoC was firmly aligned amongst
ourselves, that our role was not to criticize or compare with how our terms as ME’s had fared,
but rather to provide encouragement, sharpen their ideas, give different perspectives and point
out potential areas of risk, so they stayed on track for success.

We have also seen the Managing Executives grow in their roles and as individuals, better
prepared to face the real world challenges ahead of them upon graduation.  Through open
communication, they have demonstrated their ability to present their ideas with passion, listen
and accept different points of view, and most importantly learn from their mistakes.  Looking at
the Managing Executives, we firmly believe that MSS FEB UI has fulfilled its goal to be shape
Management students who are ready to be fully contributing members of society, instilled with
knowledge and skills, as well as a passion to excel.

We are very proud to have worked alongside these Managing Executives, as the BoC for
2020-2021.  Our hope is that MSS FEB UI will continue to thrive and produce more remarkable
individuals, who will support the sustainable growth and development of our country.

On behalf of the Board of Commissioners, MSS-FEB UI, 2020-2021
Bimo Notowidigdo
President Commissioner
FEUI 1994 / Chairman MSS-FE UI 1997-1998
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Prasetyo Seno Pambudi
Chief Executive Officer

A sequel year to the Covid-19 Pandemic, 2021 has shown that we tend to underestimate the
unrealized potential within ourselves. Clusters of challenges, tests, and mistakes were made
along the way, but we believe our process is what defines us. Despite current conditions,
Management Student Society has solely focused on improving and innovating to better
fulfill our stakeholders' needs and wants.

In 2021, we focused on the importance and urgency of continuity in our organizational
practice and mindset, as the fundamentals of being sustainable and continuous are most
important in guiding and shaping our path. The belief and approach of having a continuous
state of mind weren't very synonymous with our organization among previous terms, thus we
believe that focusing on long-term growth and improvement will realize an innovative society
of management students. 

Our approach towards continuous improvement is enhanced through our strategic principles
in creating standards, driving innovation, improving relationships, and maintaining quality.
Hence, we established our very own Board of Commissioners as a gateway to our alumni
and to become overseers of our yearly progress, released a starting handbook for our
Strategic Leaders, constructed various programs to further fulfill our various stakeholders, as
well as increasing revenue and relevance.
 
All achievements are not without the astounding support from our stakeholders, where
management students as our primary stakeholders have further pushed us through insight
and active criticism. The university's department of Management, esteemed alumni, and
external parties' involvement has also been immense throughout the year.  We believe that
our vision can only be achieved through togetherness which begins and ends with them.

In this annual report, we present the result of our openness, professionalism, teamwork,
integrity,  and chemistry-within which not only contains our success, but also our failures and
learning curves. This term is only the beginning of a long and challenging journey, and we
hope that all of you will join us in creating a better and more innovative society.
Improvement is a proof! 
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Alvarian Adnan
Chief Financial Officer

Radigna Azarine
Chief Marketing Officer

Living for more than a year into the COVID-19 pandemic has made 2021 a year full of new challenges, opportunities,
and hope. As people have adapted to the pandemic, online presence through various media and channels is vital
and indeed, has been considered as the new normal. In response to this whole situation, continuous adaptation and
innovative ideas are key factors to make MSS a relevant and impactful student organization with a good relationship
with various internal and external stakeholders. To do so, this year MSS has successfully optimized existing
platforms, such as Youtube as well as branching out to new platforms, such as TikTok as media to publish
entertaining yet useful content. MSS Youtube subscribers have boosted up and TikTok exposure is growing rapidly
this year. Besides that, MSS keeps on providing Management Students with various improvements in its academic
development and soft-skill development programs. Exam preparation, academic socialization, student orientation,
until competition preparation programs are well-conducted this year only to serve and support our main stakeholder,
which is the management students themselves. All in all, everything that has been done this year will not happen
without great teamwork where various stakeholders go hand in hand to make this all work. Even though there is still
much room for improvement, I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who has taken part in this year's
journey. With the spirit of continuous improvement, I believe that there is so much more to come from MSS ahead.
Improvement is a proof! 

The year 2021 can be considered to be the year of recovery. But as an organization, we want to deliver more
than just on survival mode with the spirit of #InnovativeImprovement. #InnovativeImprovement came as a
symbol of the optimistic drive, despite the dynamic challenges that surround the internal and external
circumstances. One of the biggest challenges that MSS faced is to be sustainable financially in the midst of
the recovery in terms of macroeconomic conditions. MSS Successfully improved the performance on revenue
stream while also maintaining good cost management for organizational financial stability. Despite all the
challenges, the pandemic also allowed MSS some opportunities on the gaining trend of investing & financial
literacy. We successfully blast off ICLUB MSS to be on the national level with members from various national
Universities and speakers from well-known capital market practitioners. The Finance division also successfully
created a framework of a long-term program known as MSS Capital Management that was created for a
financial education platform as well as diversified organization financial portfolios. 2021 also marked the
ground-breaking year for The 16th Management e[X]posed as they took a step to go International on their
series of events and continue the consistent improvement of MSS SBU's. Hopefully, MSS can continue giving
a maximum impact to all the stakeholders and keep improving as the best student organization in concept and
action. Improvement is a proof!
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Thofl Ghiffary
Chief Resource Officer

The COVID-19 pandemic period made it difficult for direct interaction between fellow division members in the MSS
2021. The existence of health protocols such as social distancing and lockdown made the interaction between
members less intense. In addition, as the person who is responsible for the organization's source of income, during
this pandemic the number of external parties who wish to cooperate with MSS has decreased in number. However,
with lessons learned from last year's MSS, this year MSS has adapted to the pandemic. This year we launched
several new online-based programs to increase MSS member engagement. This year we also implemented a
member satisfaction system in measuring KPI from the Human Resources division. Furthermore, this year MSS
also diversified revenue from the organization by increasing the production of MSS merchandise and varying forms
of cooperation with external parties. The latest program implemented in MSS related to organizational resources
has proven to be quite successful. The level of member satisfaction from MSS members is quite high and there is
an increase of 300% in the organization's overall profit. And this year we can carry out several programs that aim
to increase member engagement on an offline basis. With the success of several programs implemented this year,
hopefully, it can be implemented in the MSS period in the future, of course with some adaptations of these
programs. With the sustainability of these programs, it will fulfill this year's theme presented by the MSS 2021,
“Continous Improvement Towards an Innovative Society”.  Improvement is a proof! 

Since the Covid-19 was first declared as a Pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO), one way of
preventing the risk of transmission from the Covid-19 is by limiting activities outside of home or social distancing,
including to divert study at home. MSS still continuity function as an organization. We engage management
students, alumni, and the department of management. Nevertheless, this year MSS and SBUs named The 18th
MIST and The 15th Imotion, making many virtual seminars, competitions, and training that help university
students to get experience, learning, and self-development. For me personally, MSS has had a significant impact
on my life. My journey at MSS from 2019  makes me right now. In the past I was SLC of the Human Resources
Division, that experience had a good impact on me. I can reach out to other people, develop soft skills, and make
peer groups at MSS. The biggest decision making I have ever made is to be Managing Executives with the
position as Chief Operating Officer of The 17th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training, 2020 is a turning point in
my life, the first time I become a leader of many people, besides that, I also know more about myself. Marketing
also presents familiarity for me. Last year, I was appointed as a COO of Management Student Society (MSS) as
a concept and responsible for technical decision making of the MSS as a whole, maintaining and monitoring
resources, creating ideas to develop MSS. Improvement is a proof! 

Seifa Ghania
Chief Operating Officer
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M. Alif Rizkia
Chief Strategy Officer

The need to reevaluate our strategic focus as an organization is very imminent during the tough times that we face
with the presence of COVID-19. Revamping and building anew a comprehensive strategic approach for MSS is one
of our top priorities in this year's iteration of MSS. We identified several levers we can optimize from the start to
better position our organization as a value add for all of our relevant stakeholders. This year, we wanted to build a
better relationship with our alumni, so we created the Board of Commissioner to bridge communication between us
and MSS alumni to serve them better. On top of that, we also recognized the importance of providing management
students with relevant and useful output, and to do that, we tried to gauge their demand by conducting Performance
Expectations at the start of the year. This has been proven to be useful to our organization, especially to the division
as their guiding principle to design their working programs. We also emphasized the development of the capital
market industry amidst the turbulent time as we continue to support Indonesia Capital Market Student Studies for its
21st year. I believe that we, as managing executives, have put a lot of effort and care into MSS this year, not only to
improve its output but also to improve its inner working gears. We hope that everyone that has been with us along
our journey has had the chance to be benefitted from the effort we have made, and we certainly hope for MSS to
continue to improve in the year forward. Improvement is a proof! 

The COVID-19 pandemic is a global crisis with a profound impact on all aspects of the economy even society,
some of which are irreversible. We took the COVID-19 pandemic as a big challenge so that we can bounce up to
enhance MSS 2021 exposure to various scopes of corporations and institutions. The challenges and pressures
presented because of COVID-19 were perhaps unprecedented for us as a society. The spread of the coronavirus
due to the delta variant in Indonesia causes miss to face challenges that have never been faced before, this is what
makes MSS 2021 continue to move forward. Our effort in increasing the MSS 2021 exposure and strategy is
considered successful because due to several events we have held this year, namely by publishing several online
programs to improve the quality of MSS members, webinars held as a forum to develop management students, and
also several other online programs that published this year. In addition to increasing MSS exposure, we also
maintain connections with all of MSS’s stakeholders, such as the department of management FEB UI, alumni,
management students, and external partnerships. We keep improving our social media, especially our main social
media, Instagram, that growing rapidly this year. To support our goal of going national, we also conducted several
visitations to other universities in Indonesia as an implementation of MSS 2021 strategy.  The Managing Executives
of MSS 2021 greatly appreciates all member of MSS for the role they have played in MSS’s success throughout the
year, hopefully, MSS will always continue to develop and bring a positive impact on MSS stakeholders.
Improvement is a proof! 

Putri Annisa A. 
Chief Technology Officer
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Management Student Society Fakultas Ekonomi dan Bisnis Universitas Indonesia (MSS FEB UI) is
an official student organization under the supervision of the Department of Management, Faculty of
Economics and Business Universitas Indonesia. Since our establishment on May 26th 1996, every
management student in the Faculty of Economics and Business Universitas Indonesia has been a
member of Management Student Society. Our main focus is people development for university
students in terms of knowledge, soft skills, and attitude through our working programs such as
seminars, workshops, training, research, etc.

Vision

Mission
 
 
 

Principles

“The Best Student Organization in Management
Concept and Action”

Emphasizing people development for
active and passive members
Developing a strong organizational culture
Optimizing contribution and long-term
relationships with stakeholders
Working as a partner with Departemen
Manajemen FEB UI
Fostering our core values as a society of
management students
Implementing MSS Quantum Leap
Maintaining relationships with notable
MSS and FEB UI Alumnis 

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

We are skill, knowledge, and value
oriented
We are free from any form of
discrimination
We are not involved in any public political
action
We are professional, initiative, and
proactive
We are a development-driven
organization

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

About MSS
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Values

Organizational Structure

Openness

Professionalism

Teamwork

Integrity

Chemistry-within

The ability to be open-minded, straightforward, and highly tolerant.

Practice specific skills and run working programs regularly.

Cooperation between members or groups to achieve a common 
objective.

Honest and responsible for the work, trust, and responsibility that
has been assigned from the beginning

The ability to collaborate between divisions throughout the 
organization. 

Chief Executive 
Officer 

Prasetyo Seno Pambudi 

The 21st ICMSS Human
Resources

Chief Marketing 
Officer

Radigna Azarine

Student 
Development

MarketingThe 16th PROMS

Commissioner

Ananda Rafi -
DANA 

Commissioner
Dherza Wisesa - 

Strategy Manager 
Bukalapak

Commissioner
Joshua Agusta - 

Director 
Mandiri Capital

Commissioner
Bimo Notowidigdo -

COO
DBS Bank

Business and
Entrepreneurship

Chief Strategy 
Officer

M. Alif Rizkia

Research and
Development

Chief Resource 
Officer 

Thofl Ghiffary

Project

Chief Financial
Officer 

 Alvarian Adnan

Finance

The 16th M[X]

Chief Operating 
Officer

Seifa Ghania

The 18th MIST

The 15th IMOTION

Chief Technology
Officer

Putri Annisa Adiarto

Business 
Intelligence

Public Relations
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Joshua Agusta was one of MSS former managing directors. He spent three years at MSS, where he first started
as the Strategic Leader Candidate of Student Development, become the Strategic Leader of MIST in the next
period, and became the managing director of MSS in his third year. Currently, Joshua is the director of venture
funds at Mandiri Capital Indonesia. 

Past experiences :
VP of Investments – MDI Ventures (2018-2019)
Head of Investments – MDI Ventures (2017-2018)
Head of Accelerator – Indigo Creative Nation (2015-2016)
Investment Associate - Systec Group (2013-2015)

Achievements  :
Forbes 30 under 30 Asia 2021 – Finance & Venture Capital
Astra 1st Scholarship 2012

Bimo Notowidigdo
Managing Director & Chief Operating Officer at DBS Bank

Joshua Agusta
Director at Mandiri Capital

Bimo Notowidigdo was one of the founding father of MSS FEB UI. Bimo was the chairman of MSS from 1997 until
1998. Bimo then graduated from FE UI in 1999 and started his first professional career as a Management
Associate at Citibank, N.A., Indonesia. Currently, Bimo is the Managing Director & COO at  PT Bank DBS
Indonesia. 

Past experiences:
Principal, Finance & Risk Practice, PT Oliver Wyman Indonesia (2015-2017)
EVP, Head of Treasury, PT Bank Negara Indonesia (2011-2015)
EVP, Head of Markets, Techcombank (Hanoi) (2009-2011)
Director, Country Treasurer, Citibank N.A. Indonesia (1999-2009)

Achievements:
Mahasiswa Berprestasi #3 – Universitas Indonesia (1998)
Mahasiswa Berprestasi #1 – FEUI (1998)
Penerima JAL Scholarship (1997)

Profile of BoC
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Dhirza Wisesa
Strategy Manager at Bukalapak

M. Ananda Raf'i
Merchant Partnership Associate at Dana Indonesia 

Dhirza Wisesa was former chairman of MSS. He spent three years at MSS from 2014 until 2016, where he first
started as the Strategic Leader Candidate of Business and Entrepreneurship, become the Strategic Leader of
Research and Development in the next period, and became the chairman of MSS in his third year. Currently,
Dhriza is the Senior Manager of Strategic Project at PT Bukalapak.com  

Past experiences :
Manager of Marketplace Strategy and Monetization, PT Bukalapak.com
Business Development of User and Communication, PT. Tokopedia
Temporary Researcher, BCG

Achievements  :
Cumlaude
Best Strategic Leader MSS FEB UI 2016

Profile of BoC

Muhammad Ananda Raf’i is a former Chairman of MSS 2020. Starting as a Management Trainee of Human
Resource, he spent 3.5 years from 2017-2020 in MSS as a Strategic Leader Candidate of Marketing Division,
Strategic Leader of Business and Entrepreneurship Division, then in 2020, becoming the Chairman. He is
currently starting a career as a Merchant Partnership Associate at DANA Indonesia.

Past experiences:
Investment Officer at SV Investment
Change Management Intern at Accenture Indonesia

Achievements:
Bank Indonesia Scholarship Awardee
Finalist of Hult Prize at Universitas Indonesia
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Prasetyo Seno Pambudi
Chief Executive Officer

Seno started his MSS journey through Student Development Division's "Call for Leader" program, where he was
elected as his batch's formal leader. There, he experienced what it would be like to be a part of MSS as he
worked alongside the division. Having experienced the organization's working environment from afar, Seno had
fixated goals to become a member of MSS and applied for the Management Trainee Program. Being 1 of 9
Trainees, Seno was accepted into MSS' Finance Division where he achieved firsthand exposure to MSS' culture
of work and interaction. Albeit his 3-month stint began to make him have doubts on whether he should continue
his journey in MSS as he felt that certain aspects of the organization did not provide solid reassurance for his
personal growth, Seno felt a warm yet intimidating bond with the organization. Seno decided to step out of his
comfort zone and followed his gut, applying for the role of Strategic Leader Candidate. 

Being an organization member at the staff level, Seno was recruited as one of the Finance Division's Strategic
Leader Candidates.  There, he was designated to undergo several working programs such as Investment Club,
Financial Discussions and Updates, and Financial Report Collection. The experience did not fully convince him
again, as Seno was once again unsatisfied and discouraged. Feeling unfulfilled, this became his main source of
motivation to continue and apply for the Strategic Leader role of MSS' Finance Division, as he wanted his
successors to have an overall better and more impactful experience than he did. Seno, together with his partner
Rani, lead MSS' Finance Division in restructuring and reevaluating their working programs in an attempt to
increase relevancy and added value for its stakeholders. With this, he managed to revamp the overall curriculum
of MSS' Investment Club and was able to increase the number of educational articles surrounding the world of
finance and management to better increase its overall literacy among management students. The managerial
approach finally made him realize that the dream to dare and become the next leader of MSS was right in front
of him.

With his experience of the organization, Seno followed his ambitions to become the organization's next
Chairman. Following recent trends in the organization, Seno felt that MSS needed a more sustainable and
continuous approach towards improving to avoid the paradox of stagnant and inertia within the organization. The
vision of long-term success and improvement will then create an ecosystem that pushes the boundaries of what
can be, this is "Continuous Improvement Towards an Innovative Society." 

Experience:
Team Leader of Finance at The 14th Management e[X]posed (MX) | April 2019 - November 2019 
Head Manager of Public Relations at The 16th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | April 2019 -
March 2020 
Senior Staff of Publication at The 43rd Jazz Goes To Campus (JGTC) | April 2020 - Feb 2021 

Profile of Managing Executives
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Ahmad Alvarian Adnan
Chief Financial Officer

Radigna Azarine
Chief Marketing Officer

Starting from being one of the Strategic Leader Candidate of Student Development division, Radigna has
experienced a great learning process she couldn't find elsewhere. She continued to be a Strategic Leader of
Student Development in the next period as she is eager to create improvements. During her penultimate year, she
decided and committed to being the Chief Marketing Officer of MSS 2021 where she is in charge to maintained
MSS branding and is in charge of two divisions which are Marketing and Student Development. 

Experience:
Associate Team Leader of Creative art at the 14th Project on The Moves (PROMS) | April 2019 - November 2019 
Manager of Visual Design at The 16th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | April 2019 - March 2020
Senior Staff of Expression at the 43rd Jazz Goes to Campus | April 2020 - Feb 2021 

Business Analyst Intern - Markplus, Inc. | Jul 2020 - Oct 2020
Digital Transformation Intern - Trimegah Sekuritas | Jul 2021 - Oct 2021 

The MSS's journey of Rian started in 2019 when he become one of the Managing Executives of The 14th
Management e[X]posed as Vice Project Officer, and he continued as one of the  Managing Executives of The 17th
Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) as Chief Marketing Officer, He then continues his journey path on
the organization becoming a managing executive in the MSS 2021, as Chief Financial Officer, taking responsibility
of Finance Division & The 16th Management e[X]posed.

Experience:
Managing Executive of The 14th Management e[X]posed (M[X]) | March 2019 - November 2019
Managing Executive of The 17th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | March 2020 - March 2021
Staff of Sound System & Stage at the 9th Music Gallery | September 2019 - March 2020 

Profile of Managing Executives
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Seifa Ghania S.
Chief Operating Officer

Thofl Ghiffary
Chief Resource Officer

Thofl came from the Student Development division as a Management Trainee of MSS 2018 and continued as a
Strategic Leader Candidate of Student Development in the next period. He then switched divisions to fill the role of
Strategic Leader in the Project Division at MSS 2020. His final year as an MSS functionary was filled with
becoming a Managing Executive in the MSS 2021 period as Chief Resource Officer, overseeing two divisions,
namely Project and Human Resources.

Experience:
Senior Staff of Sound System and Stage at The 43rd Jazz Goes To Campus (JGTC) | April 2020 - Feb 2021
Head Manager of Corporate Partnerships at The 16th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | April 2019 -
March 2020
Associate Team Leader of Marketing at The 14th Project On the Moves (PROMS) | April 2019 - November 2019  

Corporate Finance Advisory Intern at PwC Indonesia | October 2021 - January 2022
Strategic and Reputation Risk Advisory Intern at Deloitte SEA | July 2021 - September 2021 
Fund Management Intern at Mandiri Investment | March 2021 - June 2021 

Profile of Managing Executives

In the past, Seifa was a Strategic Leader Candidate of the Human Resources Division. The biggest decision she
ever made was to be a Managing Executive as COO of The 17th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training. Last
year, Seifa was appointed as a COO of Management Student Society (MSS) as a conceptor and is responsible for
technical decision making of the MSS as a whole, maintaining and monitoring resources, creating ideas to develop
MSS. 

Experience: 
Strategic Leader Candidates of Human Resources MSS | 2019 -2020
Chief Operating Officer of The 17th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | February 2020 - February
2021
 
Corporate Secretary Intern - PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia (PMMB BUMN 2021) | September 2020 - Mei 2021
Finance and Risk Intern - Dana Indonesia | September 2021 - March 2022
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M. Alif Rizkia
Chief Strategy Officer

Putri Annisa A. 
Chief Technology Officer

Starting from being General Secretary of The 14th Management e[X]posed is the beginning of Icha journey in
Management Student Society (MSS FEB UI). In the next period, Icha continued as Strategic Leader of the Public
Relations Division for MSS 2020, as Strategic Leader of Public Relations, she got a lot of lessons that brought her
to continue to develop herself at MSS. Then, she decided to be the Chief Technology Officer of MSS 2021 where
Icha has the responsibility to lead the Business Intelligence Division and Public Relations Division.  

Experience:
Managing Executive of The 14th Management e[X]posed (M[X]) | March 2019 - November 2019
Manager of Corporate Partnerships at The 16th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST) | April 2019 - March
2020
Media Partner Manager - Hult Prize at Universitas Indonesia | July 2020 - November 2020 

Corporate Strategy and Financial Planning Intern - Bank Central Asia | Aug 2021 - Nov 2021
Payment System Analyst Project Intern - Bank Indonesia | April 2021 - June 2021 

Alif started his journey in MSS in 2019, where he first joined the Marketing division as a Strategic Leader
Candidate. His passion and interest to build MSS into a better organization continued as he decided to join the
Research and Development division as a Strategic Leader in 2020. He then took a step further to take the
organization to a higher level by committing to become a Chief Strategy Officer of MSS in 2021 where he took
responsibility to supervise the Research and Development division as well as The 20th Indonesia Capital Market
Student Studies

Experience:
Director of Public Relations the 19th Indonesia Capital Market Student Studies (ICMSS) | March 2019 - Feb 2020 
Staff of Marketing The 13th Project on The Moves (PROMS) | Oct 2018 - Nov 2018
Senior Staff of Exhibition The 43rd Jazz Goes To Campus (JGTC) | April 2020 - Feb 2021 

Private Equity Intern at Creador | Jun 2021 - Feb 2022
Equity Research Intern at Mandiri Sekuritas | Jan 2021 - March 2021 
Shopee Apprentice Program - Business Development at Shopee | Jun 2020 - Sep 2020

Profile of Managing Executives
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Business Intelligence

Finance

Human Resources

Marketing

Project

Public Relations

Research and Development

Student Development

Business and Entrepreneurship
Center of skills and knowledge development in the world of entrepreneurship, also provides students
with managerial skills globally. 

Become an MSS supporting division that contributes to people and organizational development
related to information technology. 

Responsible for managing the finances of MSS FEB UI as well as conducting studies and activities
within the scope of financial management science.

Improving the quality and potential of individuals by building a sense of belonging among active MSS
members.

Increase MSS's brand awareness to MSS stakeholders while also sharing information and
knowledge about marketing from and to students. 

Act as the profit center for MSS FEB UI by creating cooperation between MSS FEB UI 
and other companies. 

Create and maintain good relationships between MSS and its stakeholders, especially passive
members of MSS and other Management Unions, also providing publication facilities.  

Supporting divisions that gives insight about research that can be used for MSS internal 
and student development in terms of research, and development. 

Responsible to support and develop Management Students by providing various academic and non-
academic activities. 
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Indonesia Capital Market Student Studies (ICMSS)
The biggest and the oldest capital market event held by students in Indonesia

Goal: 
Becoming an international capital market learning centre for students 

Target Audience: 
Young investors and individuals interested in capital market studies

Marketing Insight Seminar and Training (MIST)
The biggest International marketing event that connects students with practical
world through Seminar, Training, and Conference 

Goal: 
Creating a bridge between the practical world of marketing and academic students

Target Audience: 
Universities students, corporate companies, and public participants

Management E[X]posed
The biggest program for entrepreneurship development held at Universitas
Indonesia. Consists of three main events; National Business Plan Competition,
Talkshows, and Lapak Loka Marketplace 

Goal: 
Increasing the number of entrepreneurs 

Target Audience: 
Undergraduate students in Indonesia

Indonesia Marketing Competition (IMOTION)
The biggest marketing competition held by MSS FEB UI consisting of English
Marketing Video Competition and Marketing Plan Competition

Goal: 
Be the biggest marketing competition in Indonesia that influences creativity,
competence, and would be useful in the marketing studies field

Target Audience: 
Undergraduate students from universities all over Indonesia
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Student Center FEB UI 2nd Floor
Fakultas Ekonomi dan Bisnis, Universitas Indonesia
812Kampus Baru UI, Depok, Jawa Barat, 16424

Email: 
prmssfebui@@gmail.com 
partnership.mss@gmail.com

Phone:
+62 87887864736
+62 81297521887
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1996: Established on May
22nd in Depok, Jawa Barat

2000: ICMSS is found

2003: MIST is found

2005: PROMS and M[X] 
 are found 

2006: IMOTION is found

2007: Rebranding of MSS'
overall design and logo

2015: The birth of MSS
Quantum Leap 

2016: Business Analyst -->
Business Intelligence

2020: Organizational
Restructure

2021

Initiate Board of Commissioners
Continuing MSS Quantum leap
and taking MSS to the national
level
M[X] goes  international
Established internal SOPs
Recruited 5 SLCs for each
division
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MSS 2021 Key Performance

Media Information

MSS 2021 has been actively using media platform to inform news and updates for academic and non-
academic information. Three types of MSS' social medias that our respondents mostly follow are: Instagram
(93.2%), Line Official Account (45.2%), and YouTube (38.4%).  

Most of our respondents find that the information provided by MSS is proven to be very useful and
informative. 39.7% of our respondents find that the information provide by MSS is very useful, 37% of our
respondents find it more than useful, 20,5% of our respondents find it useful, and the remaining 2.8% find it
partly useful.
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Based on our surveys, 91.7% of our respondents find that MSS Academic Working Programs are useful,
meanwhile the remaining 8.3% stated that MSS Academic Working Programs are partly useful.  

Non-Academic

Academic

MSS 2021 came up with several non-academic programs that FEB UI students can attend. Based on the survey
that was conducted, 55.4% students didn't attend any of the programs. However, among MSS non-academic
programs, MeneWeek is the most attended program with 26.2%.

86,1% of the respondents find that MSS non-academic working programs are  useful with 27.7% in level 6, 33.8%
in level 5, and 24.6% in level 4. However the remaining 13,9% find it partly useful with  12.3% in level 3 and 1.5%
in level 2 

MSS 2021 has provided Management Students with academic programs that could help them with their ongoing
studies. Based on our survey, three academic programs that are mostly attended or accessed by management
students are Million$ (76.7%), Management Insight (61.6%), and Mentoring Class (52.1%).
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Research and Study Program

SBU and Main Events 

MSS 2021 has SBU and Main Events where
students can attend and participate. This year,
ICMSS held the highest number of attendance
(41.54%), followed by iMotion (36.92%), MIST
(33.85%), PROMS (32.31%), and M[X] (32,31%).
However, 26.15% of the respondents didn't attend
any of MSS' SBU and Main Events. 

With various SBUs and Main Events that was
conducted, 97.02% respondents are satisfied.
43.08% respondents satisfaction are in level 5 and
38.46% respondents satisfaction level are in level
6, and 15.38% in level 4. The remaining 3.08% still
feel partly satisfied with MSS' SBUs and Main
Events.  

MSS 2021 also conducted research and study
programs. Based on our survey, three academic
programs that are mostly  accessed by
management students are Origin News (47.7%).
However, 44.6% of our respondents didn't
accessed any of MSS research and study
programs. 

40% of our respondents are satisfied with MSS
research and study programs. 56.9% of our
respondents are highly satisfied of research and
study programs. However 3.1% of our
respondents are partly satisfied. 
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Mungkin marketingnya bisa diboost lagii, krn udah bagus banget kontennya kalo
viewsnya dikit sayang jadinya hehe. dan selain konten love session, challenges,
etc. mungkin bisa explore ke konten lain kyk kasih tips & tricks sebagai
mahasiswa di mene & starterpack anak mene sebelum lulus biar lebih prepare,
dll. 

I think you guys can provide insight about what's next after college (the prospects of
management program, things to do after graduating, etc)

The P&G initiative was great. Do more of those

I never heard of competition mentoring and its actually interesting now that i know,
maybe try to be more intense in spreading the info about the program

Semoga bisa menyediakan soal uas/uts tahun sebelum dan pembahasannya 

Advice for MSS from Management Students

Make a program that socialize the benefits of doing business massively because
there are so many students who want to build a business
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Key Performance Index

We were successful in rebranding our Instagram platform (@origin.mss) and obtained
several new followers throughout the year (235 followers).
This year, we have achieved 1,735 total listeners of ORIGIN Podcast, 65 business
submissions of ORIGIN Database, and 30 members of ORIGIN Business Club, which has
increased by 100% compared to last year.
We were successful in inviting several professional mentors that are capable in the FnB
and Fashion sector, such as Paquita Genushcka, Gilang Candraditya, Rayendra Abiyasa,
Fandi Ahmad, Ferly Aninditya, Rosiana Halim, and many more.

Business and Entrepreneurship division is the center for developing skills, knowledge, and
experience in the world of entrepreneurship. We exist to educate and support the business
ecosystem through our working programs. Our working programs that have been
implemented are ORIGIN News, ORIGIN Podcast, ORIGIN Database, and ORIGIN Business
Club. Biggest accomplishment(s): 
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Key Performance Index

Created a Business Intelligence Forum (BIF) and maximized it into four webinar sessions
attended by more than 30 participants.
Establishing 9 monthly MSS Newsletter for direct information to more than 700+
undergraduate management students. 

Business Intelligence aims to improve management students' understanding of the business
world through technology. Our projects this year are Business Intelligence Forum, Business
Insight, Website, and MSS Library. Providing services and assistance to management
students at Universitas Indonesia. This year we proudly present, Competition Database, our
innovation that could help FEB UI students to seek partners to compete in various
competitions. 
Biggest accomplishment(s):
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Key Performance Index

Finance division broadens and deepens our knowledge and experience in the business
world from a financial standpoint. The working programs that are created include: Investment
Club, Findus On Air, Collecting Internal Fund, and MSS Capital Management which has a
purpose to help us to train, learn, and develop new financial skills. This year, we are grateful
for successfully inviting several of the biggest names in the world capital market such as
Andy Senjaya, Bernadus Wijaya, Gema Goeyardi, Michael Yeoh, Bosston, Argha J K, Axel
Jeremy, and many more. Not to mention, we have also succeeded in creating several
innovations throughout our social media platforms that have attracted a large number of new
followers. Finally, we were named the "Best Division" in the first half of MSS 2021.
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Key Performance Index

Key Performance Index

Create the first online method for SLC recruitment with changes and adaptations; 
MSS Orientation Program for MSS functionary; and 
Realized the new offline-based bonding program

Human resources division aims to shape a positive, constructive, and productive
environment within MSS members. We ensure our members’ best performance through
the finest quality management mechanism. The engagement and wellbeing of our
members are the main priority as we believe that it is a crucial facet to accomplish all of
the successive programs. Biggest accomplishment(s): 
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Key Performance Index

This year, we have received 42,347 views on our YouTube channel (MSS FEB UI),
which has grown to 1.426 subscribers in the last 365 days.
We were successful in rebranding our Red Lab social media platform (Instagram) and
obtained several new followers throughout the year (231 followers).

Marketing division attempts to preserve MSS’s branding with MSS stakeholders through
informative, entertaining, and creative content. Additionally, this division aims to broaden
management students’ marketing perspectives through working programs. Our working
programs that have been implemented are Red Session, Red Lab, #WeAreMSS,
Marketing Dojo, and Branding plan. We are delighted to report that some of our working
programs achieved several key milestones this year:
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Key Performance Index

This year, we successfully collaborated with 7 partners which are ULA, Tinder
Indonesia, Sejuta Cita, Aimzsea, YLI Mckinsey, and P&G. 
We were successful in rebranding our Red Lab and building up a new strategy for selling
MSS Official merch, attracting more than 300 buyers this year.

Project Division creates various kinds of collaboration and external projects with companies
to gain mutual benefit and generate revenue for MSS. Our working programs consist of
External Projects and Partnerships. Other than that, this year we also successfully operated
MSS Official Merchandise, RedLab in collaboration with the marketing division. We even
managed to rebrand the whole concept of Redlab and surpass last year's achievement.
Biggest accomplishment(s): 

Key Performance Index
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Key Performance Index

Key Performance Index

Improving MSS’ social media, especially Instagram reaching 1000+ new followers and
30++ external partnerships. 
Received offer for visit in and visit out from 10++ universities all across Indonesia and
eventually held 6 visits.

Public Relations division is known to connect, build, and maintain good relationships with
all of MSS’s stakeholders. We also facilitate the publication of other divisions’ events and
work, external events, and any information for the management students. Our working
programs consist of: Management Week, Society Gazette, Visit in and Visit out,
Congredtulations, Yudisium, Social Media, Company Visit, Branding Plan, and External
Partnership. Biggest accomplishment(s):
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Key Performance Index

Magnified Volume has increased by 25% and hits an all-time high engagement rate on
the “Hustle Culture” topic.
Mini Consultant quantity has increased by 50% compared to last year for MSS’ working
program development

Research and development is a supporting division and a core part of MSS. Through
researching and producing valid outputs, we aim to give insight into MSS' sustainable
improvement. This year, we are proud to say that we have achieved significant milestones in
several of our working programs. Our division is responsible for various working programs,
such as Mini Consultant, Magnified, Performance Expectation, Performance Evaluation, and
many more! Biggest Accomplishment(s):

Key Performance Index
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Key Performance Index

Created a new program called “Competition Training”, aim to provide students with deep
insights about the business competition by inviting the past winners;
Create the new training model and platform for Management Insights’ Mentors (25
mentors) to play an active role in guiding new students.

Student Development is a student-centric division, providing programs and activities that
support all management students academically and non-academically. As the main connector
between the students and the Department of Management, we also provide an open platform
for all management students to voice out their aspirations and feedback called Hello Studev!
Biggest accomplishment(s):

Key Performance Index
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Key Performance Index

Management Trainee Project(s)

MT Final Project: Management Story Session
Red Session: Gimana Sih Rasanya Jadi Maba UI?
MSS 2021 Farewell

Management Trainee (MT) is an annual MSS program that aims to increase the knowledge
of new students from the class of 2021 regarding the MSS FEB UI organization. MT consists
of nine selected management FEB UI students who take part in a series of program
selections. This year the MT MSS program carried out several series of working programs,
such as:
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Key Performance Index

 The 15th Indonesia Marketing Competition (IMOTION) is one of the biggest national
marketing events held by students in Indonesia under the Management Student Society
(MSS) FEB UI. The details of our marketing events are Marketing Plan and Video Marketing
Competition, Prolusion: Introductory Talk Show, Marketing Training, Marketing Talk, and
Awarding Day. We also release a weekly marketing article called IMODAY, a weekly
marketing quiz called IMOQUIZ, and weekly trivia called IFUNDAY. In 2021, The 15th
IMOTION raised the theme of “Revival in Pandemic: The Importance of Empathy in
Marketing to Gain Customers’ Loyalty” as a part of our awareness of the world’s current
condition. 
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Key Performance Index

The 16th Management e[X]posed is the biggest business and entrepreneurship event held
by university students in Indonesia. M[X] aims to develop knowledge, skills, and attitudes in
business and management. M[X] also aspires to be the center of business and
entrepreneurship empowerment, especially for university students across the world. To help
achieve this goal, M[X] channels it through 3 main events: Lapak Loka contemporary
lifestyle bazaar, Talkshow, and Business Plan Competition. This year M[X] will bring the
grand theme of ‘Creating Shared Value: Integrating Competitiveness and Social Objectives
Through Innovation’, promoting the idea of shared value as an ideal framework for today’s
dynamic business environment. M[X] was held from 20 - 26 November 2021.

Key Performance Index
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Key Performance Index

Key Performance Index

MIST is the biggest International Marketing Conference, Seminar, and Training held by
university students in Indonesia. We offer all necessary updates and insights from the
marketing environment in the world. We aim to become a platform for marketing enthusiasts
that provides sophisticated marketing knowledge and experience with the educational-
entertainment process. Our grand theme this year, “Redefining Marketing: Seizing Growth
Opportunities Beyond Digital” talks about how innovation is important and can be achieved
through utilizing the brand purpose. We have three main programs that will be held in February
2022 which contain Conference, Seminar, and Training. 
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Key Performance Index

Indonesia Capital Market Student Studies (ICMSS) is the biggest and the oldest capital
market event by students in Indonesia. The 21st ICMSS seeks to become a center of capital
market learning and empowerment for the public, especially college students through its
three main events: Equity Research Conference, Capital Market Seminar, and Investment
Training. ICMSS proudly presents this year's grand theme, "The Irreversible Trend:
Visioning Toward a Full-Fledged Market Reformation". The 21st ICMSS series of events will
be held on February 13th - 18th 2022 in Jakarta, Indonesia. With 21 years of experience,
ICMSS has established work programs that have been passed down and perfected for
years. 

Key Performance Index
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Key Performance Index
Project On The Moves (PROMS), is the one and only social event that is held by the
Management Student Society (MSS) of The Faculty of Economics and Business
Universitas Indonesia (FEB UI). PROMS has been held annually since 15 years ago.
PROMS has brought up numerous social issues happening in Indonesia & has delivered in
a series of events that aim to increase society’s awareness of these issues. We aim to give
real contribution through compassionate & empathic action and to also raise public
awareness of local brands.

Key Performance Index
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Business & Entrepreneurship
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Business Intelligence
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Finance
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Human Resources
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Marketing
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Project
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Public Relations 
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Research and Development
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Student Development
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The 21st Indonesia Capital Market Student Studies
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The 15th Indonesia Marketing Competition
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The 16th Management e[X]posed
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The 18th Marketing Insight Seminar and Training
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The 16th Project On The Moves
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